April 25 to April 27 was the Conference. Actually, the program on April 25 was pre-Conference. For that section, Dr.
Ruth Patterson from Northern Ireland presented for the entire day. Her theme was “The Good Samaritan” parable. The
connection she has with that parable is that she runs an organization – now a very small one – called Restoration House
in Belfast where individuals for either side of the conflict can come with their story. They can talk and they will be
listened to. So Restoration House relates to the “Inn” where the Samaritan brings the beaten Jewish man. Patterson
defined an inn as a place for travelers – not a place to stay permanently – but a place from which we must move on.
She has received considerable recognition for her work. She had lots of stories of people she had met in her work. Even
Prince Charles came to have private talks with residents of the Restoration House in order to hear first-hand about the
suffering.
Dr. Patterson spoke of one victim of the violence. Mickey came and told the story of his mother. She had disappeared
after she had helped a British soldier who had been shot. The reclusive Mickey was able to tell his story at Restoration
House. As a result, he was given the opportunity, which he accepted, to speak on a Belfast radio show. He did
marvelously and spoke for 20 minutes. Sometime later in 2003, the body of his mother was found.
One item Dr. Patterson mentioned caught my attention. Haven’t I heard a lot about the conflict up in Northern Ireland?
But somehow I never hear that they have about 50 “peace walls.” [The BBC lists 53 walls built over 40 years mostly in
Belfast.] It sounds like another Israeli solution for dealing with Palestinians or the U.S. dealing with Mexicans and Latin
Americans. “Build a wall and peace will come” must be the mantra. Apparently in certain conflict hot spots, walls were
constructed to separate the opposing factions. Below is what Wikipedia says about peace walls/lines:
The peace lines or peace walls are a series of barriers in Northern Ireland that separate Catholic and Protestant neighbourhoods. They have been built at
urban interface areas in Belfast, Derry, Portadown and elsewhere. The stated purpose of the Peace lines is to minimise inter-communal violence between
Catholics (most of whom are Irish nationalists who self-identify as Irish) and Protestants (most of whom are unionists who self-identify asBritish).
The Peace lines range in length from a few hundred yards to over three miles (5 km). They may be made of iron, brick, and/or steel and are up to 25 feet
(7.6 m) high. Some have gates in them (sometimes staffed by police) that allow passage during daylight but are closed at night.
The first Peace lines were built in 1969, following the outbreak of the 1969 Northern Ireland riots and "The Troubles". They were built as temporary
structures meant to last only six months, but due to their effective nature they have become wider, longer and more permanent. Originally few in number,
they have multiplied over the years, from 18 in the early 1990s to 48 today; in total they stretch over 21 miles (34 km), with most located in Belfast.
In recent years they have even become locations for tourism. Black taxis now take groups of tourists around Belfast's Peace Lines, trouble spots and
famous murals.
The most prominent Peace lines in the past few years separate: the nationalist Falls Road and unionist Shankill Road areas of West Belfast; the
Catholic Short Strand from the Protestant Cluan Place areas of East Belfast; and the Protestant Fountain estate and Catholic Bishop Street area of Derry.
In 2008 a public discussion began about how and when the Peace lines could be removed.[1] While on September 1, 2011 Belfast City Council agreed to
develop a strategy regarding the removal of peace walls,[2][3] a study was released in 2012 indicating that 69% of residents believe that the peace walls are
still necessary because of potential violence.[4] At the end of 2011, several local community initiatives resulted in the opening of a number of interface
structures for a trial period.[5] In January 2012, the International Fund for Ireland launched a Peace Walls funding programme to support local communities
who want to work towards beginning to remove the peace walls. [6]

Backing up to our drive from the motel to the Center, I will mention that we found the Convention Center quite easily on
that Thursday morning. We found the parking that was about two layers underground. Taking a ticket with the
instruction to “pay when you leave” can be scary these days. Parking bills in Minneapolis and Chicago can get hefty. But
inside, after picking up our conference materials, we came across a table where we were able to purchase three days of
parking for $8 per day. That solved that.
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The Conference Center was only about two years old. Neat and clean. Our only complaint might be the lady’s
washroom could have been bigger and the entire main foyer could have been larger. Yet foyer space was
supplemented by the outdoor patio. I suppose most of the conferences were in Santa Fe’s warmer weather months.
Rather than to give the blow-by-blow of the conference itself, I will include just the comments about Dr. Patterson’s
Thursday presentations above. The summary of Father Rohr’s and Jim Finley’s presentations is the subject of a separate
four page document. [It can be obtained through Amazon for $18.95 in paperback and shipping is free.]
Meeting people was part of the attraction of the conference. I think we kind of moved around to different tables. We
went in in the morning sat down at a table and would return to that table for each of the sessions that day. With 1000
participants, space was pretty tight although the hall was large. Our table mates were always congenial and we had
good conversations. The demographics were as expected mostly “gray hairs.” However, some younger persons were
seen in the crowds.
At noon on that first Thursday we were sort of green on where we were at and where we could eat. Luckily we found
the Plaza and I found a place where we had eaten several years ago. Now think of it. At noon, the conference released
a 1000 hungry people into the Santa Fe downtown and all of them had to get back in about an hour and a half or so. I
never heard anyone complaining that they could not find a place. We managed to go to a different place each day. It
got easier once we had looked around.
There at that Thursday lunch, we meet Brother Edward Phelane and “his boss”, Brother Jim. Brother Edward was
extremely outgoing and a lot of fun. We continue visiting with those two through the conference whenever our paths
crossed. Those Christian Brothers were from the Bronx and I guess their mission was to work with troubled boys.
When I looked them up on the Internet, I see ads for auto repairs. Those are the skills they teach. Beyond that Brother
Ed has lots of claims to fame. We found that he comes to visit in Minneapolis at the home of one of our church
members. Small world.
Actually, it wasn’t until I started writing this that I found
that the Conference Center, the Plaza, and the Cathedral
were in what Santa Fe considers its downtown. I
thought that we were in an “Old Town” area like in
Albuquerque. Here the old district is integrated into the
downtown.
Our motel was a Quality Inn down south on Cerrillos
Road (See the lower left on the map.) It was a major
thoroughfare. We were about 5 miles from the
Conference Center. However, the motel fees were in
inverse proportion to the distance from the downtown.
(Sorry, I had to say that.) Hence, our motel bill was low
for the four nights.
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What is interesting about Santa Fe is that the entire city seems like a condo association. The rule of that association
seems to be: build it in adobe motif. The uniformity of the cityscape is unique. I hope my photos will give you that
impression. I tried to take complex adobe buildings
from angles to accent their complexity. Complexity
here means multi-levels where the builders no doubt
tried to replicate the original pueblos of the
Southwest.
In this case, you can see some construction atop this
set of shops.
I am not certain what the second building is.
The bottom shot shows the courtyard in front of the
Convention Center foyer.
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Not everything fits that adobe décor. Here is the Cathedral of St. Francis. I believe we went there on both Friday and
Saturday.
Partly because of Georgia O’Keeffe, Santa Fe is a mecca for artists. Art store and
art museums seem to surpass in number all the restaurants and other shops.
Below is a beautiful flowering tree. Below that is someone’s artwork. Lots of
fish, but a very dry creek bed. This photo was also taken on the way to the
Convention Center.
Finally, after walking through a
passageway of art store windows, we got
to a center of a mall decorated with a
graceful art piece. The white building
was the main attraction. It was a trendy
steak house which I never saw open for
business. The patrons probably eat
late.

On Saturday the Plaza was crowded with people. They had this local group
performing during the lunch hour. The young girl at the microphone
played violin and also sang very nicely. Behind the stand was a street and
then The Palace of the Governors where the sidewalk is lined with mostly
native artisans selling Southwestern jewelry – topaz, bracelets, earrings…
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Two more things. Lots and lots of cities are encouraging murals these days. It used to be that a town with a couple
murals was the exception. I don’t believe that Santa Fe had a lot, but here is one that caught my eye.

In front of the Cathedral, there was a statue of Kateri Tekakwitha – the first Native American saint. We have a church
in Minneapolis in the Archdiocese that is named Gitchitwaa Kateri. Same saint, but I have to find what Gitchitwaa
means. [Saint Kateri Tekakwitha (pronounced [ˈgaderi degaˈgwita] in Mohawk), baptised as Catherine
Tekakwitha and informally known as Lily of the Mohawks (1656 – April 17, 1680), is a Roman Catholic saint, who was
an Algonquin–Mohawk virgin and religious laywoman.]
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